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**Introduction**

1. Property insolvency – overview
   1. A brief history
   1. Modern property insolvency
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2. Insolvency – overview
   4. Immediate considerations and signs that a tenant may be or may become insolvent
   4. Pre-insolvency action by directors
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   8. Determining the insolvency of an individual debtor

3. Voluntary arrangements
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   14. Challenging voluntary arrangements
   15. Material irregularity
   16. Time-limits for challenge
   17. The court’s power on making a finding of unfair prejudice or material irregularity
   17. Variation of voluntary arrangement

4. Administrative receivership

5. Administration
   17. Administration order
   20. Appointment of administrator by holder of qualifying floating charge out of court
   20. Appointment of administrator by company or its directors
   21. The status of the administrator
   22. The effect of administration
   23. The duration of the administration
Bankruptcy and individual insolvency
- Debtor’s petition
- Creditor’s petition
- The bankruptcy petition
- Action following making of bankruptcy order
Liquidation
- Voluntary liquidation
- Compulsory winding up by the court
- Partnerships and limited liability partnerships

Part 1
Tenant’s Insolvency

Chapter 2
Liability for Rent and Other Obligations under a Lease
- Receiverships – rent and liabilities
  - Where the receiver has use for the property (or there is value)
  - Where the receiver has no use for the property (and there is no value)
  - Where the landlord appoints a receiver
  - Is a receiver personally liable to pay rent?
- Voluntary arrangements – rent and liabilities
  - Landlord’s position prior to the creditors’ meeting
  - Rent arrears and other obligations due prior to VA
  - Future rent – the landlord’s position in relation to rent and obligations falling due post-VA meeting
  - Where the landlord has additional security over the tenant’s property
  - Liabilities where VA is not approved
  - Where the lease has been guaranteed
- Liquidation – rent and liabilities
  - Rent prior to commencement of liquidation
  - Quantification and procedure of landlord’s claim – proof of debt
  - Unliquidated claims
  - Interest
  - Rent falling due after the commencement of the liquidation
  - Rent and other obligations arising which have fallen due after the commencement of liquidation
  - Liquidation expenses
  - Rent not yet fallen due
  - Rent following disclaimer
- Administration – rent and other liabilities
  - Pre-administration rent arrears and other liabilities
  - Post-administration rents and liabilities
  - Rent – expense of administration
  - Old-style administration expenses governed by IA 1986, s 19
  - New-style administrations (post 15 September 2003) – the development of the administration expenses regime under IR 1986, r 2.67
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At Francis Wilks Jones we have extensive experience of dealing with property in insolvency related situations. Landlords of Insolvent Tenants

The law relating to tenant insolvency can be complex and it is important to take advice at an early stage to ensure that you have as many options and possible recovery methods open to you as possible. Insolvency Act 1986. c. 45. Provisions applicable to every receivership. Section. 39. Notification that receiver or manager appointed. 40. Payment of charged property, etc.

44. Agency and liability for contracts. 45. Vacation of office. Administrative receivers: ascertainment and investigation. Insolvency vs. Bankruptcy. Insolvency is a type of financial distress, meaning the financial state in which a person or entity is no longer able to pay the bills or other obligations. The IRS states that a person is insolvent when the total liabilities exceed total assets. A bankruptcy, on the other hand, is an actual court order that depicts how an insolvent person or business will pay off their creditors, or how they will sell their assets in order to make the payments. Property insolvency is both a complex and opaque process that requires specialist knowledge. An understanding of insolvency law and regulation is essential. With property insolvency, the effect of the current economic climate has had on property markets needs to take into consideration. Although there has been a hint of recovery in specific locations, most notably London. However, most regional markets are still suffering and face an uncertain future. Intellectual property (IP) is a complex asset class that requires specialist valuation, but also one that can add considerable value to a company in insolvency. In fact, the total value of a company’s intellectual property portfolio can be a determining factor in the eventual outcome of their insolvency event.